We explore theoretical explanations for laser pumped experiments, that have established that muonium can be a tool in spintronics for following non-equilibrium spin polarizations of the conduction electrons. In the original experiments on Si the sensitivity was argued to be due to spin exchange with the bound electron in muonium, but in GaAs an effect is seen even in the case of negatively charged muonium. This is more problematic, as spin exchange with a third electron should be weak given the spin singlet state of the two bound electrons of the negative muonium ion. We discuss a mechanism to explain the sensitivity of negatively charged muonium ions to the spin-polarization of semiconductors in terms of the coherent mixing of charge states induced by hybridization with the semiconducting host.
Introduction
Beams of spin-polarised muons, µ + or µ − , have long been invaluable probes of the local magnetic fields of solids. [1] At the energies relevant to condensed matter physics the actual leptonic nature of injected muons is not significant; what counts is that they have a charge and a finite lifetime. The positive muon, in particular, acts as a lighter and unstable analogue of a proton. By capturing an electron, or two, on a time-scale of about 10 picoseconds [2] , it becomes a surrogate for a hydrogen atom -called muonium ( abbreviated Mu) , or a negative hydrogen ion -muonium − (Mu − ) , respectively. By following the muon precesssion between the time of its injection and before its decay, we can deduce electronic and diffusional aspects to the microscopic behaviour of hydrogen in semi-conductors, a subject of fundamental and applied interest. By analysis of hyperfine structure, it is possible to say in which specific sites of the semi-conductor the muonium "atoms" come to rest. We can therefore study different environments of possible hydrogenic impurities. This has been explored for classic semiconductors such as GaAs and Si and, more recently, for graphene, where muon studies are important to investigate the possible magnetic states or binding of hydrogen near defects. [3] More recently the idea of synchronising laser pulses with the muons in a pulsed source opens up the vista of pump-probe experiments on the scale of nanoseconds. [4] [5] [6] .
By comparing the muon precessions by pumping by different polarisations of lasers that could excite carriers, muonium was shown to detect non-equilibrium states of semi-conducting Si [4] . This was argued to be due to spin exchange with the bound electron in muonium. In GaAs an effect is seen even in the case of Mu − . This is more problematic, as it is difficult to see how spin exchange can occur within the lifetime of the muon, and the muon "nucleus" is now screened from the conduction electrons by two bound electrons in a singlet state. In this paper we discuss this problem, as well as a plausible mechanism for these observations that we have recently explored.
Vacuum state of Mu

−
The formation of Mu − is important in semiconductors because it is known, in analogy with hydrogen, that in both GaAs and Si the muon behaves as a negative U impurity in the sense of Anderson. [7] That is to say that the equilibrium state (within the lifetime of the muon, of course), depending on doping, has either no bound electrons, i.e. the muon is bare, or has a pair of bound electrons -Mu − . The neutral state can exist but has a higher energy. Thus for n-typed doped GaAs the negative ionic form is increasingly populated as the temperature is lowered. If the positive muon captures two electrons and comes to rest in GaAs it is energetically favourable for it to be at a tetrahedral interstitial site (T) and this is confirmed by spectroscopy. This site is in a relatively empty part of the lattice and a sensible first approximation is to treat the Mu − as a hydrogenic ion in free space. In the vacuum the difference in the mass of a muon means that Mu 0 has a ground-state radius of 0.531Å, (as compared to a 0 = 0.529Å for Hydrogen). This can be compared to the distance 2.45Å to the closest nucleus of Ga or As at the tetrahedral site. As for H − , Mu − has a single bound state in free space and this can be well described in the variational approach of Chandrasekhar [8] , as having two bound electrons, an inner one which is essentially hydrogenic and an outer one which is roughly four times as far from the nucleus. [9] In addition to the usual terms in the Hamiltonian there is the effective potential due to the crystal lattice W crys . When we place Mu − in the interstitial site, this outer electron can hybridize with the conduction or valence band and this will lead to charge fluctuation which we will consider later on. We note that the lattice parameter of GaAs is 5.65Å larger than that of 5.43Å for Si, so that any overlap with semi-conductor bands should be increased for Si -this will be made more quantitative below.
Hyperfine interaction in the different charge states of muonium
Spin-flip from neutral muonium
For the case of neutral muonium, where exchange effects between the electrons of the semiconductor and the bound electron, which may have spin of either sign, lead to a depolarisation of the muon on an unobservably short time scale, estimated experimentally to be within nanoseconds [10] . This is analogous to the process of spin exchange by collisions of electrons from atomic hydrogen, which has been studied extensively in the context of astrophysics [11] as it plays an important role in the relative populations of the different hyperfine states. In the vacuum, the cross-section for spin exchange with momentum k is written in terms of phase shifts for elastic scattering in the triplet and singlet channels of total electronic spin, δ t and δ s respectively: 
where the thermally averaged cross section
This gives κ 10 = 2.3 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 at 1K for free electrons. If we transpose this expression to the semiconductor, treating the electrons as a free degenerate gas with effective mass from the band structure, then for a density of electrons of n c = 10 16 cm −3 at T=300 K and effective mass m ef f = 0.067m e this would give a rate for neutral muonium in n-GaAs at this carrier density of ν M u 0 sf = κ 10 × n c ≈ 7.7 × 10 8 s −1 . This is fast compared to the decay time of the muon, and means that the muon will depolarise in the field of a rapidly changing hyperfine field.
Mu − relaxation
First we take only the Fermi contact part of the hyperfine interaction, but will consider later the magnetic dipole contribution. The contact interaction reads
where the strength parameter A = 2884 MHz ≈ 0.012 meV [12] . Because of the antiferromagnetic sign of the hyperfine interaction, the spin polarization S z µ of the µ + at site r r r µ = 0 and the spin density ρ P S (0) at site r r r µ = 0 are antiparallelly coupled. In the vacuum, the ground-state of Mu − is an electronic singlet and there is no hyperfine field, or muonic Knight shift, on the muon coming from the bound electrons. Moreover if the Mu − is embedded in a semiconductor, there will be no spin-exchange between the ground state electronic singlet and a conduction electron. Any contact interaction between the muon with the spins of electrons in either conduction or valence bands, will be shielded for Mu − by the bound electrons. The characteristic times determining muon spin relaxation would be much longer, as the crosssection at low energies is reduced exponentially by the need to tunnel through a Coulomb barrier. Thus the experimental observation that the muon depolarisation is nonetheless sensitive to the non-equilibrium state of spin polarization of the semi-conductor is a puzzle which must be explained.
One avenue we explored was that the dipolar interaction between scattering electrons and the muon might lead to depolarization, as it falls off as a power-law rather than the exponential occurring in any tunneling process of a scattered electron with the doubly occupied bound states. Effects from the long-range dipolar force may suffer less from Coulomb repulsion and the Pauli exclusion effect as the power law extends outside the space occupied by the bound electrons. Could muon relaxation via the long-range dipole part of the hyperfine interaction be a possible mechanism? To give a quantitative estimate to this question we can proceed by comparison to He 3 collisonal nuclear spin relaxation : electron Mu − collisions, like those between two atoms in He 3 gases, have similar hardcores consisting of a bound singlet pair (but with an additional Coulomb tail). Nuclear spin relaxation in He 3 gas has been extensively studied, with good agreement between experiment and calculations based on the long range dipole interaction. We can use this to make a very crude lower bound for the relaxation time, not rigorous but physically reasonable in that we assume that the Coulomb tail will increase the relaxation time. In 3 He gas the lifetime for decay of nuclear spin correlations because of collisions with the gas of other 3 He atoms is given in units of inverse hours by [13] 1
[N ] is the gas density in Amagats µ I is a nuclear Bohr magneton. For a density 1 Amagat = 2.7 × 10 19 cm −3 this gives a relaxation time of hundreds of hours at room temperature. The temperature dependence comes from integrating over a Boltzmann distribution the energy dependent scattering time < (
Putting in the various factors we find a relaxation time that is even longer, even neglecting the Coulomb repulsion. While the distinguishability of the scattering particles and the lower symmetry of the lattice open up channels that are inoperative for 3 He, they do not seem enough to reduce to times comparable to the lifetime of the muon. We therefore look to a different mechanism to explain the experimental results.
Charge fluctuation model
In order to explain depolarization in the negatively charged Mu − , we therefore consider another possibility, namely that the state identified as Mu − in fact has a coherent component of Mu 0 , i.e. has mixed valence character. [14] This is motivated by the need to explain a new time-scale and, microscopically, by the fact that the outer electron of the Mu − in the tetrahedral site, should in fact overlap to a degree with the occupied bands of the GaAs host. We then [15] argue that the relaxation will be via a component of weight |α| 2 that represents the probablity that the muonium atom is instantaneously in the uncharged state. For small α we can estimate the timescale for spin relaxation, in the limit where
Note that this defines a new microscopic time-scale. We note that we differ from the treatment of K. Yokoyama et al., [5, 17] , where rate equations assumed decay from an incoherent statistical mixture of Mu 0 and Mu − with two different time-scales. In order to estimate ν mv sf we need an estimate of α, which involves both matrix elements of the transition amplitudes and the energy denominator representing the higher energy of the uncharged state. This we have done [15] for GaAs, using the experimentally determined energy denominator [16] . For Si, in contrast, the amplitude is considerably bigger despite a similar ionization energy, because of the larger hybridization: |α| 2 ∼ 0.1. Alternative experimental signatures of such coherent valence mixing in the ground state of the negatively charged muonium would, be useful. An observable frequency shift in transverse field measurements, which can be measured with high accuracy, is not predicted : the mixing term conserves spin rotation symmetry so that state remains within the space of electronic singlet states. Any extra local fields will, then, fluctuate on the time-scale of the valence fluctuation, which is much faster than the transverse precession time. We await the results of further experiments, with varying doping, temperature and host semi-conductor composition to test whether this model is correct.
